


blurb

Ponder Sheafed can’t stop asking questions. Ze isn’t the girl 
others presume hir to be. Ze won’t become a wife or let a wedding’s 
absence stopper hir lust. Ze isn’t good, so maintaining hir kinsfolk’s 
high regard demands a complicated dance of stealth, secrecy and 
untruth. Ponder does, however, own some ability in deception ... so 
when tragedy befalls hir family, how does ze explain that—despite 
all appearance to the contrary—ze can’t trade hir life’s service for a 
unicorn’s magic?

Only virtuous maidens may enter the forest to seek a creature as 
pure as a unicorn. Returning home empty-handed avoids provoking 
Father’s rage by confessing unacceptable truths, so what options 
has ze other than embarking upon a farcical quest for hir family’s 
salvation ... and dreading the failure to come? No unicorn can ever 
grace an unrepentant liar!

Ponder isn’t good. But neither, ze discovers, is the unicorn.
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content advisory

This story depicts a culture of misogyny, cissexism, sex negativity, 
heteronormativity and amatonormativity, including the presumption 
of being cis, experiencing sexual and romantic attraction, and marrying 
a cis person of the other binary gender. Please also expect depictions 
of purity culture, use of misogynistic slurs, forced gendering and/
or genderless erasure, a focus on non-partnering and non-parenting 
experiences, death and illness mentions, and references to sex and 
sex acts. “Love” is used primarily in the romantic sense and, as is 
common in casual use, conflated with romantic attraction.

The word “girl” is used to mean “a not-adult female person”; the 
word “woman” is used to mean “an adult female person”. In this village, 
“woman” is bestowed upon a female (or presumed female) person 
who is or has been married. “Girl” refers to a female (or presumed 
female) person who hasn’t yet married, is expected to be virginal, and 
is young enough to bear children, even if she has otherwise reached 
adult age.
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Even ze doesn’t fancy hirself that accomplished a liar.
Isn’t that, however, the problem? Last night, Ponder crept into 

the hayloft, shucked hir nightgown and arranged hirself—atop a 
blanket, of course—over the bales so that when Faith climbed the 
ladder, he’d first see hir legs spread, hir fingers lazily teasing hir sex. 
Nor did ze suffer awkwardness over the actions that followed, save 
for the need to keep quiet. Faith makes hir feel pleasure; ze makes 
him feel pleasure. Nothing about interactions they enjoy should 
cause consternation, even when inappropriate for public display, but 
such experience leaves hir struggling to ignore the priest’s lingering 
eyes. Ze well knows what men look like when they appreciate hir 
naked body!

Perhaps things would have gone better if Father did catch hir and 
Faith. True, the worst would have occurred … but hir stomach won’t 
then know dread’s nauseating knot.

Hope is a vicious, perilous disease.
The priest’s droning words skip past hir ears. Ze watches his 

hands, hir own tensed for fear he touches something he oughtn’t 
and ze must wield hir nails in defence. Fortunately, he doesn’t idle; 
after dabbing oil between Ponder’s toes, he wipes his hands on an 
embroidered cloth and permits the waiting matrons—hir sister 
amongst them—to hustle forwards. Like ants swarming a corpse, 
they guide hir arms into a gauzy robe and hir feet into white satin 

Ze trembles as the priest’s fingers glide over hir 
skin, leaving an oily sheen in their wake. After the 

scrubbing given hir by the village matrons, in which no part 
of hir body escaped the attentions of soap and brush, Ponder 
should feel inured to touch. Good girls have no reason to 

think suggestively of a ritual cleansing, after all … but isn’t the act of 
smearing sacred oils over bare breasts the reason some young men 
join the priesthood? Ze can’t say that ze wouldn’t be intrigued by the 
opportunity, were circumstances reversed—although hir attempts at 
unquestioning devotion to the ways of most gods can only result in 
futility and disaster.
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slippers. Ze stares down at the robe, biting hir tongue against a rude 
snicker: what purpose has a garment so sheer that hir nipples show 
through the fabric? What function have slippers set to be soiled the 
instant ze steps outside?

Aren’t good girls models of decorum, clad in clothing sufficient to 
conceal necks and ankles? Or, at least, undergarments?

Forget decorum: if ze must spend the night in vigil by a lonely 
pond, shouldn’t ze wear something warm?

Hir sister releases hir long hair from beneath the collar and drapes 
it down hir back, squeezing Ponder’s hip before retreating with the 
other neck-covered women. She clasps her hands before her rounded 
belly, her expression less solemn than rigid. Ponder knows her too 
well to see those twitching fingers signalling anything but terror.

She has reason to doubt the village’s accepted truth: that Ponder 
Sheafed, unwed and decent if too forthright to be wholly respectable, 
owns the last quality required of someone purified, sanctified and 
sent to petition a unicorn.

Ze draws a shaking breath and considers, again, the perils of 
honesty.

“Ponder! Move!”
Hir sister’s harsh whisper brings hir to hirself. The priest, his 

eyebrows raised, gestures at the door—in a robe of opaque red 
damask!—with the impatience of a man who has done so more than 
once.

“Sorry,” ze murmurs, hitching up the robe in one hand and 
walking—as best ze can in those silly, ribbon-tied slippers—through 
the atrium towards the temple entrance.

Outside, fading orange streaks to the west farewell the sun. The 
other villagers—men, youths, maidens, children—form two lines 
separated by the path leading from temple doorstep to dark forest. 
Candles and lanterns illuminate serious expressions in fire’s warm, 
ordinary light; witch stones, chunks of veined quartz the size of 
Ponder’s fist, cast an eerie green glow along the path before vanishing 
into the forest’s depthless dark.
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Hir teeth chatter. No, the trees shouldn’t harm hir if ze keeps to 
the path, but the requirement that ze stumble through the night, 
worse than barefoot, no longer seems an abstract cruelty. How many 
girls vanish during their sacred quests, devoured by feeders, mists 
or magic? How many return, scratched and limping, because the 
priests object to sensible footwear? Will these people, pinning their 
hopes upon hir trembling shoulders, brave the forest to find hir? Or 
will they deem hir faithless and unworthy, reckoning hir fate well-
deserved?

“Mortal eyes and mortal ears deem her pure,” the priest announces, 
standing beside Ponder atop the step, “but mortals are infallible. 
Only the gods will truly perceive another’s heart.” He nods at the 
crowd, and Father, holding a lamp in both hands, approaches as the 
matrons fan out behind. “May their regard do our desires justice.”

Her. Ze shudders.
Father hands Ponder the lamp, leaning forwards to kiss hir upon 

the cheek. “Save her,” he whispers. “It’s the least that you owe us.”
Ponder nods and steps onto the path, obediently silent. Only 

one villager has kept at home; all others watch as ze walks, clad 
in garments that in any other circumstance provoke all manner of 
scorn. Ze holds hir head high, fixing hir eyes upon the treeline lest 
ze mark any unforgettable, unforgivable glances from neighbours, 
cousins and customers. The wrought-iron and glass lantern, the 
flame flickering as ze moves, at least prevents hir from crossing hir 
arms over hir chest—for ze refuses to succumb to further shame.

These robes already mark hir pitiful surrender to cowardice.
“Save her!” they cry as ze passes, their voices demanding and 

desperate. “Save her!”
Faith stands at the end of the line, a gap of several paces left 

between him and his brother. He too wears his holiday finest, his 
boots polished to a gleam, his candle held in unsteady hands. In 
the twisting, shifting firelight, his freckles appear as vivid splotches 
on an unnaturally-pale, ancient-seeming face—a world away from 
the gap-toothed boy with carroty hair ze calls friend. He casts his 
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hazel eyes downwards, the only witness to offer hir such respect … 
and ze wonders, again, if ze can’t learn to love him. Can’t ze exist 
companionably with a young man who always smells of horse, 
stammers his own name in Father’s presence and captures creatures 
in wood with his clever knife?

What if ze stops, here and now, to announce both hir crimes 
and hir intent to wed hir co-conspirator in lust? Will a marriage, a 
husband and children earn hir respectability enough that Father can 
condone hir failures?

Ponder and Faith expressed their attraction for one another in 
the way shy young folks do: awkward salutations and remarks about 
the weather, making excuse to cross each other’s paths, less-awkward 
exchanges about horses, family and the weather. Quiet smiles and 
lingering glances grew into blushing compliments and hesitant 
touches, until the summer day they not-at-all-coincidentally met 
beneath the forest’s sheltering fringes… and had their fumbling, 
frantic way with the other. What lessons Faith gained ze doesn’t know, 
but for Ponder sex was a revelation: a body, hir body, could exist for 
giving and receiving pleasure. Touch—his touch, hir touch—awoke 
a slumbering piece of hir soul, a piece that found no just reason to 
deny hirself glorious hedonism.

In his presence ze revels, momentarily freed from its many agonies, 
in hir suit of flesh.

Faith’s words, after that first coupling, were far less enthused: “I 
suppose that we have to marry now, don’t we?”

Ze could have—should have—agreed. A wedding after an 
untimely bedding was, after all, expected. Hir sister, possessed of the 
worldliness granted by her marriage band and a babe at breast, had 
noticed the way Ponder looked at the innkeeper’s youngest son; she 
brought up the subject one morning as they washed and wiped the 
breakfast dishes. “Have you bedded him yet?”

“No!” ze cried, hir cheeks warming … for, as ze lay in bed at night 
with a body that ached for release, such pursuits had often crossed 
hir mind. “Of course not!”
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Ponder knew in the deepest stirrings of hir heart that ze wasn’t 
a boy and couldn’t be a girl … but ze laced hir corset, donned hir 
petticoats and pinned hir hair, for while ze helped in both smithy and 
stableyard, ze wasn’t permitted to be anything less than respectable. 
Engaging in needful hard labour, Mama insisted, doesn’t excuse a 
woman in neglecting her femininity. 

In those days ze tried, despite a tongue prone to asking “why”, to 
obey hir parents, priests and gods.

Even if obedience required an inordinate amount of time spent 
biting hir lip.

“Mama will never admit to it, but most girls have her man before 
the wedding. Who buys a horse without first riding him to learn his 
nature? Or, if you’re sure you want his hand, wait upon ceremony? 
Most men don’t want to wait, and it’s easy to lose a man to a girl 
who won’t. And … well, some of us don’t want to wait, either.” Hir 
sister laughed, winking at Ponder, before glancing pointedly at her 
again-growing belly. “If you set a date the moment you miss your 
blood, the wives won’t gossip too loudly. Not when they know they 
did the same.”

Ponder, accepting hir sister’s words as permission, believed in the 
expectations laid in age-old tales until the moment “yes” withered 
upon hir lips.

“Do we,” ze said in response to Faith’s unromantic proposal, “even 
have to?”

No language known to Ponder encompasses the friendship they 
forged as secret lovers, but they need no such words to celebrate its 
rightness. By day, they shared their lives with their families, dodging 
expectation to wed via Faith’s stammering shyness and Ponder’s 
increasing bluntness; by night, they came together in search of 
intimacy’s heady joys. This, they agreed, is perfection: all the pleasures 
of the bed and all the independence of youth, free of household, 
spouse and obligate children. For Ponder, their agreement meant 
escaping wifehood—in which the rules of femininity seemed yet 
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more onerous, even if honouring them earnt one more respect than 
hir threatening spinsterhood.

Whatever pull to shared love and partnership a person should 
have, Faith possesses it no more than ze—and ze no more than Faith.

“Save hir,” he whispers, his voice all but inaudible.
Ze shakes hir head and continues along the path. No, Faith doesn’t 

desire marriage. While he will obligingly wed hir should ze need him 
to, ze can’t bear the thought of their friendship crumbling beneath 
the weight of their days and nights crafted around each other.

Ponder knows that consequences must someday claim hir.
Ze just didn’t expect Mama to have to pay the price.
By the time ze passes beneath the forest’s fringes, hir eyes have 

grown accustomed to the dark. No longer simply a shapeless mass, 
the trees form tall, twisted shadows—hiding the cause of animal cries, 
squeaks and barks—before fading into the black night. The witch 
stones, placed in pairs every few yards, lead onwards in a winding, 
broken line, appearing and vanishing after ze rounds another boulder 
or stumbles down a muddy slope. Leaves and twigs crack beneath 
hir feet, and ze keeps stubbing hir toes on myriad rocks, roots and 
saplings revealed, an instant too late, by the lantern’s orange light. 
The robe, long enough to tangle at hir ankles, little protects hir from 
scratches, scrapes and the breeze’s chill fingers. Ponder swears under 
hir breath, hir gait now less a steady stride than a halting limp. How 
do the priests expect a girl in useless garments to traverse a path 
not used enough to be anything but overgrown? Ze ought to thank 
the gods that Father at least conjured this terrible idea during late 
spring!

Is unneedful difficulty the purpose? Must ze, for reasons 
unmentioned, suffer every step on hir way to beg for a unicorn’s 
magic?

The joke, then, lies upon the gods: not since Father roused hir 
from bed and demanded ze submit hirself has Ponder done anything 
but suffer.
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Every maiden, and those presumed to be one, knows what may be 
asked of her if horror befalls her house, kin or village. A girl of good 
name must venture into the forest upon a moon-dark night. She, with 
but a lantern to assist her, follows the witch-marked path towards a 
deep, black pond. On its sandy shores, she takes her lonely night’s 
vigil—and if the gods below deem her pure of heart and spirit, she 
may be graced upon the sun’s rise with the sight of a unicorn supping 
at bewitched waters. With all praise to its eldritch beneficence, she 
must offer her life in service. If the gods deem her pure of intent 
and deed, she will win the use of the unicorn’s power, for magic lies 
within every silvery filament of its hair and hide.

No rope, chain or shackle can hold a unicorn. Only girls, maiden 
and unwed, may barter themselves for rain, plague-cures or protection 
from marauders. No village priest commits the blasphemy of sending 
a girl believed to be anything but virginal.

Ponder isn’t unskilled in the art of deception.
Hir right slipper snags on a protruding branch; only a frantic 

waving of hir arm keeps hir from tipping over. Ze halts, panting, 
and rests the lantern on the ground to reclaim hir slipper—the satin 
upper stained, the ribbon torn, the shoe as ruined as ze. Tomorrow, 
ze’ll return along this cursed path, for no unicorn will come … 
and the village will alight upon all possible reasons for hir failure. 
Perhaps hir sister will voice hir suspicions. Perhaps hir neighbours 
will remember that ze has rejected every last proposal, and why refuse 
marriage if not for already having put hirself in a man’s way?

When folks speak of unicorns, only one reason matters.
People will mutter harshness behind hir back: fallen, bitch, slut. 

Father will speak it to hir face … and if such words be his only 
response, Ponder must account hirself fortunate. Hir only grace is 
the knowledge that Faith’s name shapes his truest nature; he won’t 
betray hir. Unless someone observed hir with him and kept this 
scandalous secret for future revelation, nobody owns proof. They may 
assume the maiden they sent to treat with a unicorn isn’t one, but 
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they can’t claim that the unicorn didn’t reject hir for another quality 
… like hir not being a girl. Or hir tendency to the outspoken!

That alone saves hir from conviction, even if ze will never again 
enjoy the villagers’ respect.

“Slut,” ze whispers, knotting the longest piece of ribbon about 
hir ankle. Why did ze choose selfishness and self-indulgence? Why 
did ze revel in hir certain belief that Ponder and Faith’s exchange 
of pleasures doesn’t merit condemnation—that hir kinsfolk bind 
themselves to restrictions unable to offer all true happiness? Why 
didn’t ze ignore the feeling that wifehood must become hir prison 
sentence, so that Father has no cause to think hir the family’s 
salvation?

“Let this be the reason you insist on being a husbandless plague 
upon my house!” Father pushed hir, still shift-clad, towards the door 
as if set on enforcing hir compliance. Even his loud slurring couldn’t 
smother the gasps and grunts echoing from his bedchamber—the 
gasps and grunts of a woman in too much pain to rest. A woman 
dying from the illness still devouring the remnants of her wasted 
body. Mama. “Put your empty cunt to use tonight and bring her the 
unicorn’s magic!”

What can ze say to a man, drowning his grief in drink and rage, 
who sees in hir the last chance to save his wife—hir mother?

So ze, coward, endured the farce of ritual bathing and ceremonial 
blessing. Ze let hir family bear undeserved hope, for a cold night 
outdoors offers fewer dangers than speaking hir truths.

No unicorn will come for hir, because Ponder is something worse 
than a slut or not-girl: a pathetic, craven liar.

After hours of trudging and tripping, the trees open onto a 
pond so still that stars glisten within its waters. Ponder steps onto a 
narrow beach framed by reeds, hir fear and loathing forgotten as ze 
gazes upon the sky’s mirror. Surely, ze looks upon a portal leading 
to the gods below? How else can the wind tease hir hair and stir the 
canopy but leave the pond’s surface unmarred?
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Can a person plummet through its depths to find a world where 
freely bedding a man brings no disdain and unicorns share their gifts 
with all in need?

Hir slippers sink into silvery-grey sand, the damp grains sticking 
to hir oil-tacky skin. Here, not even a chirping insect breaks the quiet; 
no animals howl, no birds call. Only Ponder intrudes, swearing as ze 
sets down the lantern and pulls free hir bruised toes. The matrons 
who washed and dressed hir must have spent hours agonising over 
the stitches fastening satin to leather, but for what? Perhaps the soles 
can be repurposed, but no amount of fat and lye will restore the rent, 
fraying upper to function.

Hir robe’s condition is little better. Fastened only by ties wrought 
of the same flimsy fabric, it billows open at the top to bare both 
breasts. From the knees down it has become naught but hanging 
tatters, dirty and leaf-entangled. Ponder laughs, shaking hir head. 
Aren’t hir clothes as much a farce as hir pretence at purity? If people 
who aren’t Ponder insist upon expectations from which ze derives 
only degradation, what is this garb but dignity’s dishonest mimicry?

Anger, the red-tinged wildness ze must forever restrain, surges 
through hir limbs. Alone by a sacred pond, with nobody to pay witness 
but earth and sky, ze screams hir pain. Why must ze pretend to be 
good while Mama sickens, Father sees hir as either a problem or a 
solution, hir body chains hir to girlhood’s spectre and the best thing 
in hir life—a friendship in which ze feels seen—must be deemed 
amoral? Why must ze always be less than hirself ? Why must ze 
preserve hir virginity when ze doesn’t wish to wed—or even if ze 
someday does? Why must Mama so slowly fade, leaving her family 
caught in a prolonged, grieving helplessness?

Ze rages: pummelling hir fists against the closest tree, kicking up 
sand, wrenching that ridiculous robe from hir body. The fabric tears, 
leaving hir to clasp aching fingers around a wad of rent uselessness. 
Dignity? Ze owns more dignity when as naked as a newborn babe 
than ze does clad in that insulting costume! Ze owns more dignity 
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should the neighbours catch hir on hir back in the village square at 
noon, grunting and squirming as Faith’s tongue consumes hir cunny!

Good girls, innocent and pure, recognise the garb as marking 
sacred purpose … or so the priests teach, but surely those who came 
before hir knew humiliation enough to doubt?

“Isn’t this about some sordid look at a girl who’ll never become a 
woman if the unicorn accepts her—and will be loathed by all if not?”

Ze balls the robe in hir hands, raises hir arm and hurls it into the 
pond.

The slippers, their ribbons trailing, create two satisfying splashes 
shortly afterwards.

“And your sacred pond deserves my piss if that’s what unicorns do 
expect!”

If the gods object to such blasphemies, they don’t show it. The 
water stills, the stars shine, the breeze ruffles Ponder’s hanging curls. 
Ze kicks at the sand again, hir breaths easing, before dropping to 
hir knees beside the lantern. Hir beaten knuckles flare to aching as 
hir fury ebbs … enough to realise hir fit an exercise in pointlessness. 
Mustn’t ze still wait out hir vigil for a unicorn that won’t come? How 
will returning home in hir skin help people consider reasons beyond 
virginity for a unicorn’s denial? 

Ze laughs again. Fool! Sensible girls who don’t treat with a unicorn 
take care to return home with their clothing intact. Nudity may be 
more truthful a state, but it won’t help hir quest to remain unwed 
beneath Father’s roof when fate’s offerings are limited to marriage 
and exile.

Like hir sister, girls become women by standing with a man 
before a god’s altar and surrendering her life to their union. A 
married woman cannot quest in search of a unicorn, for she serves 
her husband and children; how can a god or spirit have her when her 
first loyalty is given to a mortal? No, good women die, rewarded with 
all the homely things she should ever desire, as grandmothers and 
great-grandmothers. Womanhood is an endless road, a duty without 
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variation, a dance to an ancient tune—the fate Ponder successfully 
avoided before Father demanded ze walk the moon-dark path. 

“If you can’t learn to contain your moods,” Mama said after Ponder 
complained that Father’s anger never rendered him unbecoming, 
“they will then be your undoing.”

If only injustice never stirred hir soul and loosened hir tongue!
What, then, awaits hir tomorrow? Never was hir maidenhood 

idle: Ponder keeps Father’s books, runs his errands, cleans his house. 
Ze owns a neat hand with pen and needle alike, and while pastry 
frustrates hir, nobody need starve at hir hearth. When small children 
occupy hir sister’s hands and the smithy occupies hir brother-by-
law’s, the household relies on hir and Mama’s labour in the kitchen 
and garden—Father’s lack of acknowledgement notwithstanding. 
When Mama dies, Father will still need hir. Can he appreciate that?

Or will he deem hir ruined? Too tainted to be welcome beneath 
his roof, no matter how useful hir labour? Too deceptive to be trusted, 
no matter hir honesty with his coin?

Hir many falsehoods rest heavy on hir bones … but why must 
it be wrongdoing to avoid others’ cruel judgement when ze cannot 
approve of their expectations?

Sighing, ze rests hir head upon hir knees and wraps hir arms 
about hir shins. Damp sand and cool air leech the warmth from hir 
flesh, cursing hir body with convulsive shivers. No, if ze walks home 
tomorrow without magic or robe, Ponder may become irredeemable 
… and Mama will still mount death’s horse.

Hir cowardice, hir pain, hir fury—what are they but nothing? To 
dwell on them is to adopt falsehood, a distraction from the grief ze 
so thoroughly avoids. Mama, hir illness beyond the aid of doctors 
and witches alike, needs a magic only the gods may grant … and 
Ponder can’t help her.

As the night wends closer to dawn, the truth becomes ever clearer: 
in the greatest task ever asked of hir, ze is useless.

No slur, no matter how much scorn it bears, hurts as much as that 
cruel word.
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Useless.
“I’m so sorry,” ze croaks. No longer does ze fight to endure the 

bruising ache in hir hands and feet; pain feels as natural as hir chest’s 
rise and fall. Ze shut hir eyes after hir last bout of tears: too tired to 
hold them open, too cold to fall into more than a brief, fitful doze. 
That, doubtlessly, voids hir vigil! “I’m sorry, Mama. I’m sorry that, 
when I chose Faith, I didn’t think of anyone but myself. I’m sorry I 
can’t save you.”

A soft, breathy snort startles hir into silence.
Slowly, Ponder raises hir head. Streaks of pink and orange turn 

the eastern sky to cobalt, providing light enough to see a white, 
four-legged shape standing at the pond’s edge. Ze stares with blurry 
eyes, hoping against all reason that the gods have delivered hir an 
undeserved, unlooked-for miracle…

… but a clear gaze reveals a small, swaybacked mare.
A horse. Giggles, mad and broken, tickle hir throat. Of course! 

What more can ze expect? No unicorn, no salvation: just a mare 
so old that her once-fleabitten coat has faded, like paper bared to 
the sun, to a shaggy yellow-white. Swollen fetlocks, cracked hooves, 
hollow flanks and a mane festooned with burrs suggest a horse 
grown too infirm to work and turned out in favour of one younger 
and stronger. Another useless creature, set adrift in a world scorning 
those who won’t or can’t serve as required.

Ponder sighs, rubbing life into unwilling legs with protesting 
hands so that ze can rise without falling. “I don’t know how I’ll get 
you home without belt or rope, but once you’ve had your fill, can I 
try? Someone must see to those poor feet.”

The mare’s ears twitch, but she doesn’t cease her drinking.
“Lovely girl.” Crooning, Ponder staggers upright. Pins and needles 

sting hir feet, and ze bites hir lip as ze walks at an angle towards the 
pond. Only when ze too stands at the water’s edge, within the mare’s 
line of sight, does ze move towards her. “Pretty girl. I won’t hurt you. 
I just want to pat you, give you a scratch, make friends so you’ll let 
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me take you by your mane. Then when we’re home, I’ll give you a 
brushing. We have hay and chaff and a bed of straw…”

The mare lifts her head, watching Ponder approach with eyes as 
dark as the pond lapping at her front hooves.

“I’ll even steal you an apple from the cellar, if Father doesn’t ban 
me from the house.” Ponder extends hir left hand, hir palm flat; 
the mare, likely hoping for a treat, brushes wet, velvety lips over hir 
fingers. “I’m sorry. They didn’t give me anything to eat or anything for 
a unicorn to eat. Wouldn’t someone with a basket of carrots, apples 
and peppermints be more enticing than a girl with ... well, nothing 
but virginity? I suppose that’s one of the many reasons why I’m not 
a priest…”

The mare snorts, bobbing her head, before rubbing her muzzle 
against the flat of Ponder’s hand—her dusty coat warm against hir 
frigid fingers.

“I’m glad we agree. I like your being sensible about these things.” 
Ponder works hir hand over the mare’s cheek, yearning to press hir 
shivering body against her flanks and back. “Can I touch your mane? 
Pick out those burrs?”

Her ears remain forwards, alert but relaxed, so Ponder rests hir 
right hand on her withers before running hir fingers over the coarse, 
tangled strands.

“I don’t know what unicorns want. Grooming seems logical, 
because unicorns don’t have fingers to hold brushes. But I don’t 
think, somehow, that the girls become grooms when they offer 
up their lives. They say that a chosen girl comes home for a day, 
with the unicorn’s magic, but then she vanishes at sunset. Why…” 
Ponder sighs, fighting stiff, fingers to prise a burr from the mare’s 
thick mane. Ze knows hir rambling to be all but nonsensical, but 
what ze says is less important than how … and who wants to be 
pushed, bitten or kicked by a nervous horse who sees hir, rightly, as 
a threatening stranger? Not when ze has naught but hir voice and 
hands to tame her! “Thank you for standing so nicely. I don’t know 
why they abandoned a mare as sweet as you—I mean, I know why, 
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but they shouldn’t have! You don’t turn someone out after years of 
working for you, trying your best—”

Tears, sudden and unexpected, burn hir eyes.
“It isn’t right. Family should reward your work. Take care of you, 

appreciate you, because you take care of them … even if you aren’t 
properly good. Or you’re a slut like me. But I still want to care for my 
family, even when Father just sees a girl who won’t become a woman. 
But what I think is right … well, it isn’t. And that doesn’t matter 
anyway, because Mama still…”

Ze works free a bleached stem, hir arm trembling. If only ze 
can see those waters shift and ripple, the gods’ ordered world again 
rendered as volatile as hir own! If only ze can freely indulge an anger 
that doesn’t serve hir … and ze sighs, dropping the twig onto the 
sand. Why must ze learn hir lesson only after ze has been ordained 
to uselessness?

The mare swishes her tail, whipping coarse strands across Ponder’s 
shoulder. Ze cries out, startled, but she doesn’t shy; she thrusts her 
head against hir left hand, pushing downwards until hir fingers reach 
her forelock.

“I’m sorry. That just hurt. Are you itchy? Do you—”
Hir fingertips brush something hard and sleek, like mother of 

pearl inlays or wood lacquered to evenness. Something smooth 
and rounded like the curve of the nail finishing hir pointer finger. 
Something coiled and twisted like the white seashells Mama’s 
grandfather brought home from his many travels, cherished as an 
oddity atop the kitchen mantelpiece. Something so impossible that 
Ponder stumbles backwards, certain hir desperation has become 
insanity—for a swaybacked mare cannot own a spiral horn.

Ze sees a horse, thin and dirty, the days in which she can be called 
grey long past.

Ze sees a unicorn, cloven-hoofed and silver-dappled, her moon-
coloured forelock draped around a translucent horn.

Is this a madness brought on by exhaustion and grief ? Is ze ill 
after a night clad in nothing warmer than hir own skin? Have the 
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scrapes battering hir toes become infected—or was ze bitten by a 
poisonous creature while ze dozed? Or does ze see what ze so yearns 
to see, delusion the result of a deep-buried hope Ponder couldn’t 
survive acknowledging?

“No. You don’t … don’t tease me!”
An eye as dark and deep as night rests upon Ponder’s face. A mane 

of iridescent silk, shining beneath the lightening sky, spills over the 
crest of the unicorn’s neck to rest upon a coat of mottled frost and 
metal. Plumes of feather, the strands as fine as that of her mane and 
tail, cloak hooves of crystal. Cat-like ears, long legs, slender quarters 
and a foreshortened muzzle mark her as indisputably not equine, an 
alien creature untouched by mortal harness.

She, godly and magical, shakes her head.
“You don’t come to people like me! So why, if not to tease?”
The unicorn brushes the base of her horn against Ponder’s left 

hand.
A flood of images tumble through hir mind. Girls—bathed, 

anointed and clad in fabric so thin as to be laughable—enter the 
forest. Some are nearly babes, scarce old enough to relinquish a 
parent’s hand; most walk upon the path towards adulthood. Others, 
like Ponder, possess years enough to be reckoned grown but have 
yet to exchange the hopeful “maiden” for respected “woman” or 
condemnatory “spinster”. Girls, with faces contorted by fear and 
determination and hatred, travel by night and lamplight to wait 
by the sacred pond. Girls sit vigil—slumbering, weeping, shaking, 
cursing—only to be greeted upon the sun’s rise by a plain, elderly 
mare.

Some ignore her, expecting a spiral horn: the mare leaves after 
drinking her fill, and the girls leave after the climbing sun confirms 
their failure. Others approach the mare, but impatient hands and 
commanding words send her wheeling into the forest. A few seek to 
pet her, gentle and kind, but they see only a horse and leave the pond, 
bereft, after sunup.

Only rare souls perceive the unicorn.
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“I know this—or can guess at it, I think. But why me?”
The unicorn’s snort showers Ponder’s chest and arms with grass-

green saliva. Another selection of memories parades over hir thoughts: 
moon-dark nights waiting by the pond, its banks undisturbed by 
petitioners. Leaving the forest come the dawning to spend her days 
cantering through icy streams and grazing upon mountain meadows. 
Descending from the high peaks to pay her own vigil every time the 
moon fades from the sky. The priest and Father, standing side by side 
to watch Ponder walk towards the edge of the forest.

“You always come, but people choose who comes to see you. 
People…”

A wave of nauseating giddiness washes across Ponder’s belly. A 
deception, older and deeper than any ze can conjure, shapes the 
stories Mama heard as a child from her great-grandmother and the 
solemn words generations of priests deliver onto the villagers. A 
deception, as ancient and unquestioned as the direction in which the 
sun sets and the moon rises, shapes their very lives.

“Would you show yourself to anyone? Young and old? Wed and 
unwed? Boy, girl, neither, both? Would you…?”

The unicorn nods, snorting, before resting her soft muzzle upon 
Ponder’s shoulder—her breath scented by grass, dew and starlight.

How many lies, lurking in songs and lessons, has ze accepted 
as simple, indisputable fact? How many years has ze felt hirself 
floundering in quicksand only to now learn that the ground beneath 
hir feet was always sound?

How many times has ze been the recipient of falsehoods such that 
believing in them required hir to craft hir own?

Ze stares, speechless and bewildered, into the unicorn’s dark 
eyes. The world halts, as still as the pond beneath the ever-brightening 
sky, while Ponder’s mind races through a chaos of cradle stories and 
priestly sermons. Do gods punish wrongdoers by denying them long-
wished-for children? Does human worship ensure their provision of 
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gentle weather and healthy crops? Do they watch mortals through 
crows’ eyes? Do the unicorns serve the gods? What even is a god…?

Only a nauseating wave of giddiness brings hir back to hirself—to 
hir shivering body, aching head and throbbing feet.

“Sorry,” ze whispers, stepping backwards. The sandy beach 
hurriedly greets hir descending rump, and Ponder flops onto hir 
back, resting hir palms atop a forehead pulled as tight as Mama’s 
bedstrings. “Sorry. I just…”

Nobody reckoned Mama a great beauty, but she was almost as 
strong as Father and owned as little patience for “willowy” women 
as he for shy men. As a child, Ponder thought her uncaring: Mama’s 
pragmatism didn’t permit words of warmth, understanding or comfort. 
She had no tolerance for a misery unsolvable by something done, 
made or given. If she thought someone wronged, however, nothing 
halted her quest for retribution. She just stood so disconnected from 
others’ feelings that even Father’s mercurial moods didn’t touch her; 
Ponder’s frustrations were but an inconvenience best left unvoiced. 
The world is what it is. Rules must be obeyed. What purpose lies in 
complaint?

The wasted woman in her sickbed looks little like the Mama of 
Ponder’s childhood ... and ze yearns to hear hir mother of old scorn 
hir aching head after a cold, restless night.

What did you expect? Rise, wash and dress, for your moaning won’t 
chop the vegetables.

Such indifference at least meant Mama saw no reason to hurry 
her unwed offspring into marriage while ze scrubbed carrots, peeled 
potatoes and, after dinner, wiped the dishes.

“Let me help. I remember that human shapes don’t bear such 
sharing. I … forget that, sometimes.”

Ponder starts and lowers hir hands, blinking at … not a unicorn, 
not a human. Something both, in-between, elsewise and impossible. 
She sits with her feather-clad hooves tucked below skirts woven 
from spidersilk and thread-of-gold, a translucent mane of curls 
spilling down her back and over her bare shoulders. Freckles of grey 
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and silver pepper her cheeks, forehead and arms like the dapples of 
the unicorn’s hide. Cat’s ears, furry and protruding from her hair, 
turn towards Ponder; round eyes, the sable irises rippled with streaks 
of gold, sit unnaturally high in an elongated, eyebrow-less face.

No jewellery—nothing that may appear mortal-crafted, save her 
skirts and bodice—weighs down her slender wrists and overlong 
fingers. Ponder finds hirself in mind of a dandelion seed: delicate 
and insubstantial, crafted only to be carried on by the next wind.

Beautiful? Why should an immortal creature concern herself with 
such mortal reckoning?

“Let me,” she repeats, her voice slow and breathy.
Ponder nods, and cool, nail-less fingertips cradle hir right hand. A 

violent shiver races down hir spine.
“Better?”
Headache, stiffness, exhaustion, hunger: all such pains melt away, 

leaving Ponder possessed only of an incredulous wonder. Ze sits 
up, staring first at hir feet—as hale as if ze hadn’t yet departed the 
temple—and then at the unicorn-girl, who returns hir glance with 
expressionless indifference. “What are you—who? How? What…?”

Never before has Ponder so lacked the ability to voice a coherent 
question.

“Kestrel. Kestrel Soulspire—the Soulspire remade. Or reborn. 
Maybe.” The unicorn-girl’s brow creases. “I know my name is Kestrel.”

“That…” Ponder releases a long, shuddering breath. Which should 
feel the most unsettling: the name or her uncertainty? How can she 
not know whom she is? “That’s a god’s name. One said to be … 
vanished, or dead, or dying, or elsewhere, or … well, all the priests 
I asked, because I asked about everything, shrugged and spoke of 
other things as if it weren’t to be bothered about. Or secret. Old, old 
history. You. The Soulspire. A ... god. Above.”

Village priests keep, in Ponder’s experience, to honouring weather 
and hearth gods: those who need placating and those who need 
obeying.
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Kestrel crooks her head, studying hir with wide, unmoving eyes. 
“We are all borne of the same decayed star, so what does a word 
matter?”

Ponder offers only a bewildered shrug in reply. As much as ze 
may rage against most rules, at least ze knows what they are. In 
knowing their expectations, those people who hew to normality 
become comprehendible—and a person inclined to observation can 
see how to navigate something closer to honest existence. Now, ze 
looks upon an alien vastness, not knowing which ze fears most: a 
world built upon unknowable rules or a world unable to conceive of 
their existence.

Nothing here meets expectation … but wouldn’t ze, otherwise, 
have to confess to a unicorn’s absence?

A wild, brilliant hope flares within Ponder’s chest. Ze has a 
chance! The unicorn—the girl—Kestrel, the Soulspire—knows why 
ze spent the night shivering by a preternaturally still pool. If she 
weren’t willing to help, why would she have revealed herself ?

“Mama is dying,” ze says, pretending that ze talks to a swaybacked 
mare with brambles tangled in her mane. In that way, horses make for 
easier conversationalists than people: ze doesn’t have to hold hirself 
on edge, wary against revealing hir many secrets. Ze can, as when ze 
lies with Faith, freely talk. “Doctors and witches can’t do anything. 
She has days left, and they’d all be cruel ones. Father thought … 
well, he’d give me up for the magic to make Mama well. And I’ll give 
myself up. Please. If you want a servant or a groom or … well, I don’t 
know what you want of those who ask your aid. Nobody does...”

The breeze stirs Kestrel’s mane, and while the sun climbs and 
the stars fade, a remnant of their light remains trapped in those 
luminescent, ice-like strands.

“Give,” she murmurs, her eyes blank and brow stiff. “How kind 
one must be to offer what they can’t own!” She releases Ponder’s 
fingers, her grey ears flattened against her skull. “For your sake I offer 
this: I can strip the magic from your bones and blood to maintain 
your mother’s being. You may survive, if you carry power enough, 
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and continue your life with your family.” She hesitates. “Most don’t 
… but maybe you aren’t most people.”

For but heartbeats, ze dared believe in an ending where Mama 
survives and Ponder returns to hir bookkeeping, cooking and trysts—
an imperfect life, yes, but familiar. Navigable.

Ze laughs and nods.
“Or,” Kestrel says, her expression softening, “I can awaken your 

magic from slumber and guide you to the way of being for which 
your soul cries. Then you may join me as kindred and together build 
a place where you needn’t weave lies and keep secrets to possess 
family.”

Ponder rests hir hands upon hir thighs, staring at the narrow 
white crescents framing hir nails. How can the pink and orange 
sky betoken an ordinary day to come when hir world hasn’t been 
upended as much as dissolved—torn apart, crumbled, destroyed? 
Rent and shattered by a mare, a unicorn, a god, a girl?

Fury tightens hir limbs and tenses hir hands. Hir skin demands 
the pain of battering rain and the shock of lightning touching earth, 
to endure a pummelling maelstrom as devastating as Kestrel’s quiet 
words. When wind howls and thunder crashes, a not-boy, seen-as-
girl person can scream out the pain burdening hir mind and body. 
When hail smashes rooftops and people cower indoors, Ponder races 
outside to vent hir rage—the weather’s cruelty unleashing hir from 
the chains binding good girls to sociable meekness.

Ze feels most like hirself within a storm’s sharp embrace.
“Is that … negotiable, somehow?”
“You may accept one or decline both.” The corners of Kestrel’s pale 

lips, framed by a cluster of silver dapples, curve upwards. “Contrary 
to human beliefs, I don’t embody goodness.”

Ponder shakes hir head. “That isn’t how folks tell it. You’re just 
expected to…” Fulfil others’ wants and needs, like the girls submitting 
to ceremony before walking through the moon-dark forest. Nobody 
asked hir if ze wanted to! The villagers assumed ... just like they assume 
unicorns submit their magic to human need if one sufficiently pure 
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of mind and deed posits the request. Did anyone ask Kestrel if ze 
wishes such a trade? Did ze? “I’m sorry. I shouldn’t ... I should have 
asked you first.” Ze draws a gulping breath. “What … what do you 
embody?”

“Self.” Kestrel answers without hesitation, tapping her hand 
against the sand. “Nothing more or less.”

“Why do you come each time? Why should you?”
“I’m looking for you,” she breathes, her right ear twitching. Her 

dark eyes, struck with golden flecks like stars upon night’s canvas, 
catch Ponder’s own—and for a moment ze feels hirself tumbling 
into their depths, plummeting through space to arrive at worlds 
beyond knowing. “For you! I was demanded also to follow the 
dance of lovers, marriage, children. For the sake of the world, for 
all others’ existence, I was to be lover, wife and mother. A lover, I 
am … but in dances of the chance-met, the friendly and comradely, 
the intermittent crossings of two paths. My heart doesn’t pull me 
to partner those who call me lover.” She leans forwards, the crystal 
beads on her bodice glinting in dawn’s weak light. “I eschewed other 
dances, and in choosing self, I found more than a human girl could 
ever have thought for her life.”

“I … I like men, I think,” Ponder stammers, too astounded to 
utter anything sensible: were gods once human? How? Why? “At 
least, uh … all the people I wanted to bed are men, so...”

“Not a lover. Kindred.” Kestrel jerks her chin, ringlets of hair 
spilling over her chest. “For a sibling on a path not yet cut, family in 
a dance to which there is yet no common song.” Her face stills. A 
touch of humanity—a desperate, mortal sadness—lurks within her 
strange eyes. “I had a sister, once. I lost her, to fate and entropy, when 
she walked the obligate road. I have lovers. I want kin of our heart, 
to make together our own place.”

How can a god-creature share the pain of eschewing partners 
but craving family? Even Father, whose grief provokes him to 
drunken cruelty. Even Mama, whose kindness doesn’t always equal 
her dismissiveness. Even hir sister, whose road leads away from their 
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shared childhood. They give hir name and home, even if they failed 
to create a space where ze can safely relinquish dishonesty. They 
cause hir pain and grief, but they’re hirs. They’re family, sheltered and 
clothed by Ponder’s hands as much as ze is by theirs. They’re family, 
bound by history, stories and countless meals shared at Mama’s table.

And Faith…
“You’re waiting for me. And those like me—us.”
Ze stands before a locked door, knowing miracles lie upon the 

other side. To gain the key, one offered by a god like hir—something 
no priest ever mentioned!—ze must permit Mama’s death.

How Ponder wants to fling hirself onto the ground, hammering 
hir fists in impotent rage! Why can’t ze live in a world free of illness 
and injury? Why can’t ze declare Mama and Father cruel beyond 
salvaging and therefore justifiable sacrifices to hir own wants, even 
though Father has so sacrificed hir? Why can’t gods offer miraculous 
solutions to all hir pains so ze needn’t be burdened by guilt or grief ? 
Why can’t ze choose hirself without drowning in the harm such a 
decision inflicts upon those Ponder cares about?

Secrets let hir live—almost—as hirself without distressing all 
those who won’t accept a different dance.

Lies permit hir to unthinkingly obey the highest rule of all: be 
good.

Mama spoke of selfishness as a state requiring intentional, 
purposeful avoidance: as easy to fall into as envy or anger, a seducing 
compulsion one must fight. True in some ways, but what if one learns 
to first act in and for the best interests—or presumptions—of others? 
What if goodness, a quality encompassing selflessness, becomes the 
default such that ze must surrender hir needs for another’s desires? 
Is it so unreasonable to choose hir life, a life valued only for hir 
usefulness to husband or unicorn, over one possessed of husband, 
children and womanhood? Does Father need Mama as much as 
Ponder needs the mysteries Kestrel offers?

Save hir, Faith said.
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“How do you learn,” ze whispers, “to carry the guilt for not being 
good?”

Kestrel shifts one dappled shoulder, her ears pricked forwards. 
“You may learn, given time, that ‘good’ is but sunlight and seafoam 
… and all else is sapience.”

Ponder shakes hir head, biting back laughter. “At least that’s 
honest, even if absurd. Everything I know says this is wrong … so 
that’s why. Because it’s hard. Because different can’t not be. But it’d 
be easier to choose the other way.” Ze swallows, sweat moistening 
hir palms, tears clouding hir eyes. “Mama lived the life she chose. 
I haven’t. I want to go with you—but please, please look to Faith, 
someday. Because he’s like us. And less prone to guilt.”

Hir heart thrums. The sun ascends, unperturbed by momentous 
decisions.

“Yes. I see that.” Kestrel extends her hands, her palms facing 
upwards. Freckles stipple even her fingers, forming strange 
constellations over her bloodless skin. “Please. I need touch.”

Hir every hair aquiver, Ponder places hir brown fingers atop 
Kestrel’s—and a once unrecognised part of hir, now as vital as hir 
very heart and lungs, explodes into being. For one wild and wondrous 
moment everything is all of hir and ze is all of everything—the 
mountains’ roots, the trees’ leaves, the rivers’ waters. Ze becomes 
flowers blooming at night, frost weathering rocky tors, worms 
wriggling through loam. Why, oh why, did ze agonise over the fate of 
meat and bones in their interactions with other beings of bones and 
meat, all iotas of insignificance amidst the vastness that is existence? 
To think of all ze could have heard and seen and felt, creation’s 
glorious abundance offered up to hir perusal ... but ze wasted hir 
precious senses on fearing what mere iotas think? Shame!

Hir tears rain upon the land, swelling rivers, washing bones 
downstream until they reach the moon-tugged crash of waves upon 
a beach with no beginning nor end.

Never does the world halt for the sake of lives ended.
“Tempest.”
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Two cool palms upon hir cheeks draw hir back to smallness—to 
eyes looking upon sand, to lungs inhaling air, to senses limited by 
flesh. A force that can only be magic pulses within hir, rendering 
all sharper, bolder, brighter than ze recollects: why didn’t ze revel in 
inhaling the richness of leaf and soil? How did ze ignore the pond’s 
intoxicating perfume, its water all but begging to moisten a parched 
throat? Why didn’t ze mark the wind’s stirring kiss in every hair of 
hir hide?

“You are Tempest Soulspire,” Kestrel murmurs, running her 
fingertips down hir nose, “and may you never again know your 
village’s bridle.”

Ze tosses hir head and frees hirself from Kestrel’s hands, set on 
answering the pond’s beckoning call.

Kestrel laughs as ze thrusts hir tongue into sacred waters. “See? 
Do you see?”

Even the pool’s sweetness can’t distract hir from its revelation, 
and ze raises hir head, staring in wonder. The mirror ripples beneath 
the droplets falling from hir lips, but it can’t hide the midnight 
mane cloaking muscled neck or a dark brown, bronze-dappled coat. 
Cloven hooves peep out beneath the silky feather adorning strong, 
sturdy legs. Tempest, crowned with a horn of ebony and onyx, nods 
before returning hir velvet muzzle to the pond, drinking as the last 
star fades from morning’s sky. Only then, the sun glittering upon the 
strands of gold and copper threaded through a cascade of black, does 
ze swish hir tail hard enough to catch the god-girl on her forearm.

All that came before, the truth that people denied based on their 
expectations of hir body, feels like nothing more than an ancient 
nightmare.

Hir name is Tempest, a god-transformed unicorn of the family 
named Soulspire.

Kestrel rests an arm over hir back, and an image of green meadows, 
rocky pinnacles and gushing rivers slips into hir mind. “Will you 
come with me, now?”
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Ze stamps hir near fore in agreement before following the girl away 
from the pond, a burnt-out lantern and a score of sandy footprints. 
Some remnant cluttering hir soul, human and guilt-ridden, whispers 
that ze should look back, farewell the family that named and raised 
hir, consider hir dying mother. Shouldn’t ze, first and foremost, dwell 
upon hir sorrow—not hir joy?

Tempest shakes hir head and breaks into a canter, eager to see 
Kestrel’s world. 

Ze doesn’t, after all, exist to embody goodness.
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